Thank you for inquiry about setting up a free gold savings account. Below are a
couple of introductory videos about Karatbars International and what they have to
offer.
https://lp1.kb-universe.com/?referer=bobmclellan
https://lp2.kb-universe.com/?referer=bobmclellan
Karatbars is the fastest growing company in the world and is on the road to being an
international bank with over 1,000,000 ATM machines around the world (already in
production). They have offices in several countries. They have 4 physical banks at
this time and are planning to become the largest banking institution in the world in
about 5 years.
Investment Options Available:
Attached is the information flier we created regarding gold crypto currency special
offers. Karatbars is making these available in April for establishing a gold account.
Karatbars crypto currency is backed by physical gold (unlike bitcoin which has no
backing and is only numbers on a computer). The offers shown on the attached flier
outline various crypto packages available at modest price points with a variety of
bonus incentives such as coins and a voiceover block chain high security cell
phone. There are more options of much higher values available on the Karatbars
website. You can purchase just once and leave your investment in your Karatbars
account until your investment amount matures in 2023 (see flier).
Or -- you can continue to purchase more gold into the future and allow it to
accumulate until the value of gold appreciates to an amount you are happy with, be
that in 2023, earlier, or later. You can sell your gold at any time you wish at
whatever the current market value is at the time you decide to sell. You can bing
home any physical gold you purchase or store it in their vault.
They ship via Fedex and are partnered with Mastercard.
Spread and Reap Blessings: You can also sell "packages" to family and friends so
they are blessed, and, you will receive incentive bonuses. In so doing so you reap
blessings as well. Karatbars offers new packages from time to time with different
features to match almost any budget.
Physical Gold:
You can also buy and take delivery of physical gold and my daughter Andrea can
give you information on that process.

Help:
Andrea is quite well skilled at helping people set up a new account and is happy to
assist you if you decide having a gold account is right for you. We have thoroughly
studied this company and done our research and we are quite confident in what the
research has shown. Gold is a standard for several world currencies and will be for
more countries in the future. In our opinion, it would be good to have an account
with gold purchased now before the value goes really high, which it will. It has
already risen since when we first began purchasing actual gold and crypto gold two
years ago. What we purchased back then is worth more now and it will continue to
appreciate in value. The great thing about Karabars is that they own three gold
mines so, even if some country like China works towards buying up gold to back
their own currency, Karatbars will still have gold to back up what they have sold to
us, their customers. Karatbars has established its credibility with us.
Our plan is to have enough gold investments to become debt free, purchase a house
and transportation, to live on, perhaps travel some and to have money for helping
various ministries. What would you do with the money you earn?
Record Keeping:
Karatbars has an excellent system for you to keep detailed records of your
purchases, who you have sold to, your bonuses, the appreciation value of your
account balance, what is new and up and coming, and so on.
In your Ballpark:
If you need Andrea's help, just call for an appointment with her and she can get you
set up. I would recommend by Thursday April 11 if you want to be sure to get the
account finalized for the first deadline of Sunday, April 14, or at any time after that
if you are interested more in the end of the month deals which are still excellent, but
which have lesser bonus values.
Let me know if you have any questions
Blessings to you,
Bob McLellan
parson@joycenter.on.ca
519-925-0560

Contact: Bob, Maxine, or Andrea McLellan - 519-925-0560
http://www.pocketgold9999.com/save
Until May 14th, 2019
(These packages will be available after May 14th
but the number of coins will be reduced)

150 Euros (Approx $250CAD)
You receive:
-1103 KCB Coins
-0.2 Grams of CashGold
-Bronze Status and 1 Promotion Code

Until Early May - Phone Packages
Impulse K1 1250 Euros
(Approx $2075CAD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-8929 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$357,160CAD

Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$44,100 CAD

Impulse K1 1750 Euros
(Approx $2910CAD)
350 Euros (Approx $590CAD)
You receive:
-2687 KCB Coins
-0.8 Grams of CashGold
-Bronze Status and 3 Promotion Codes
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$107,500 CAD

750 Euros (Approx $1250CAD)
You Receive:
-6000 KCB Coins
-2.1 Grams of CashGold
-Silver Status and 8 Promotion Codes
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$240,000CAD

There are additional package available
ranging from 1250 Euros to 1M Euros.

You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-12,500 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$500,000CAD

Impulse K1 2850 Euros
(Approx $4735CAD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-30,536 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$1,221,440CAD

Impulse K1 4000 Euros
(Approx $6640CAD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-VIP Status
-57,143 KCB Coins + 28,572 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$2,285,720 + 1,142,880

Disclaimer: These estimates are based on the achievement of 1 Coin = 1 Gram of gold at $40CAD /
$35USD. There are always risks with investments. Nothing in life is 100% guaranteed.

Until May 14th, 2019
(These packages will be available after May 14th
but the number of coins will be reduced)

150 Euros (Approx $180USD)
You receive:
-1103 KCB Coins
-0.2 Grams of CashGold
-Bronze Status and 1 Promotion Code
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$38,600USD

350 Euros (Approx $415USD)
You receive:
-2687 KCB Coins
-0.8 Grams of CashGold
-Bronze Status and 3 Promotion Codes
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$94,000USD

750 Euros (Approx $890USD)
You Receive:
-6000 KCB Coins
-2.1 Grams of CashGold
-Silver Status and 8 Promotion Codes
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$210,000USD

There are additional package available
ranging from 1250 Euros to 1M Euros.

Until Early May - Phone Packages
Impulse K1 1250 Euros
(Approx $1485USD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-8929 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$312,515

Impulse K1 1750 Euros
(Approx $2075USD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-12,500 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$437,500USD

Impulse K1 2850 Euros
(Approx $3380USD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-30,536 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$1,068,760USD

Impulse K1 4000 Euros
(Approx $4740USD)
You Receive:
-Impulse K1 Phone
-VIP Status
-57,143 KCB Coins + 28,572 KCB Coins
Potential Worth of Coins in 2023
$2,000,000USD + $1,000,000USD

The information provided in on this sheet is for informational purposes only. It should not be
considered legal or financial advice. You should consult with an attorney or other professional to
determine what may be best for your individual needs. We do not make any guarantee or other promise
as to any results that may be obtained from using this information. No one should make any investment
decision without first consulting his or her own financial advisor and conducting his or her own research
and due diligence. To the maximum extent permitted by law, we disclaim any and all liability in the
event any information, commentary, analysis, opinions, advice and/or recommendations prove to be
inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, or result in any investment or other losses.

